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but moved his camera? Imagine that the camera frames the people talking, tracks
in and rightward to Melanie as she turns, pans right to the window to show the
dive-bombing gull, and pans back left to catch the group’s expressions. This would
constitute one complicated shot, somewhat like the Grand Illusion example we considered in the previous chapter (5.194–5.200). The varied framing would provide
emphasis, picking out some parts of the scene while leaving out others. But camera
movements, no matter how fast, would not present the sudden breaks that the cuts
produce. Again, it’s a matter of timing and heightened impact. In the Grand Illusion
scene, the panning and tracking movements gradually reveal the reaction of the
German officers to the prisoners’ show. Cutting enables Hitchcock to make the bird
attack more abrupt and startling—a quality that suits the story action at that point.
In all, editing allows Hitchcock to isolate and magnify each bit of action and to
control the pace of our uptake. We must surrender to the swift, sharp flow of shots,
but we also devote a bit of mental energy to figuring out how they fit together. When
filmmakers want to pattern our experience so precisely, editing becomes an attractive stylistic option.

Dimensions of Film Editing
Editing offers the filmmaker four basic areas of choice and control:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Graphic relations between shot A and shot B
Rhythmic relations between shot A and shot B
Spatial relations between shot A and shot B
Temporal relations between shot A and shot B

Let’s trace the range of choice and control in each area.

Graphic Relations between Shot A and Shot B
The four shots from The Birds show the time and space of the scene, but we can
see them purely as graphic configurations as well. They display patterns of light
and dark, line and shape, volumes and depths, movement and stasis. And we can
compare these qualities across shots.
For instance, Hitchcock didn’t drastically alter the overall brightness from shot
to shot, because the scene takes place during the day. If the scene had been set at
night, he could have cut from the fairly bright second shot in the bar (6.6, Melanie
turning to the window) to a shot of the gas station swathed in darkness. That would
have created a stronger contrast. Moreover, Hitchcock usually keeps the most important part of the composition roughly in the center of the frame. (Compare Melanie’s position in the frame with that of the gas station in 6.7.) He could, however,
have cut from a shot in which Melanie was in, say, upper frame left to a shot locating the gas station in the lower right of the frame. Again, there would have been a
sense of less graphic continuity.
We’ve already seen that pictorial contrasts can be powerful in guiding our attention (p. 148), and Hitchcock’s editing does work a bit on them. Melanie’s hair
and outfit make her a predominantly yellow and green figure, but the shot of the
gas station is dominated by drab grays set off by touches of red in the gas pumps.
Alternatively, Hitchcock could have chosen to cut from Melanie to another figure
composed of similar colors. Furthermore, the action in Melanie’s shot—her turning
to the window—doesn’t blend into the movements of either the attendant or the gull
in the next shot. But Hitchcock could have echoed Melanie’s movement by some
motion in the shot that followed.
The implication is simple but powerful. If you put any two shots together, you’ll
create some interaction between the purely pictorial qualities of those two shots.
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We discuss graphic matching in more
detail in “Graphic content ahead.”
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6.9–6.13 Graphic matching, static
and dynamic. A shot from True Stories
showing the Texas horizon midway up
the frame (6.9) is graphically matched
with a shot showing the waterline
of ancient seas in the same position
(6.10). Seven Samurai: The first three
(6.11–6.13) of six shots of running
samurai. Kurosawa matches the shots
through composition, lighting, setting,
figure movement, and the panning camera movement.

6.11

6.9

6.10

6.12

6.13

The four aspects of mise-en-scene (lighting, setting, costume, and the movement of
the figures) and most cinematographic qualities (photography, framing, and camera
mobility) all furnish graphic elements. Every shot provides possibilities for purely
graphic editing, and every cut creates some sort of graphic relationship between
two shots.

Graphic Editing: Matches and Clashes Graphics may be edited to achieve

smooth continuity or abrupt contrast. The filmmaker may link shots by close
graphic similarities, thus making a graphic match. Shapes, colors, overall composition, or movement in shot A may be picked up in the composition of shot B.
A minimal instance is the cut that joins the first two shots of David Byrne’s True
Stories (6.9, 6.10). More dynamic graphic matches appear in Akira Kurosawa’s
Seven Samurai. After the samurai have first arrived at the village, an alarm sounds
and they race to discover its source. Kurosawa cuts together six shots of different
running samurai, all very brief and graphically matched (6.11–6.13). Filmmakers
sometimes call attention to graphic matches at transitional moments (6.14–6.16).

6.14

6.15

6.16

6.14–6.16 Graphic matching in a transition. In Aliens, the curved outline of Ripley’s sleeping face (6.15) is graphically matched by
means of a dissolve (6.16) to the outline of the earth (6.16).
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6.17
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6.18

6.17–6.18 Graphic matching: A matter of degree. The woman and her friend, the cowboy truck driver (6.17), confront the enraged
cook and his assistants. (6.18) Although the shots aren’t precisely matched graphically, the key characters are placed in the same area
of each shot.

Such precise graphic matching is rare. A looser graphic continuity from shot A
to shot B is typical of most narrative cinema, as in the Birds shots. The director will
usually strive to keep the main point of interest roughly constant across the cut, to
maintain the overall lighting level, and to avoid strong color clashes from shot to
shot. In Juzo Itami’s Tampopo, an aspiring cook is trying to learn the secret of good
noodles, and she questions a successful cook. Alternating shots keep each main
character’s face in the right center of each frame (6.17, 6.18).
Editing need not be graphically continuous. Filmmakers working in a widescreen format often create mild graphic discontinuities when they frame characters
facing one another. A scene from Pulp Fiction places the two hit men opposite each
other in a restaurant booth, each framed distinctly off-center (6.19, 6.20). Compared to the Tampopo example, the cut here creates greater graphic discontinuity.
Yet the overall effect is one of symmetry and balance, with each man filling the
space left empty in the other shot.
Graphically discontinuous editing can be more noticeable. Orson Welles frequently sought a clash from shot to shot. In Citizen Kane a direct cut from the dark
long shot of Kane’s bedroom gives way to the bright opening title of “News on the
March.” Welles does something similar during a transition in Touch of Evil (6.21,
6.22). Alain Resnais’s Night and Fog created a convention by utilizing an extreme
graphic conflict between past and present. Resnais cut together color footage of an
abandoned concentration camp today with black-and-white newsreel shots of the
camps in the period 1942–1945.

6.19

6.20

6.19–6.20 Graphic discontinuity yields editing symmetry. Pulp Fiction: Vincent (6.20) and Jules (6.21) are at opposite ends of the
screen in each shot, but the cutting creates an overall balance. It also offers our attention a predictable, left-right trajectory to follow.
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6.21

6.22

6.21–6.22 Graphic discontinuity in a transition. In Touch of Evil, Welles dissolves from a shot of Menzies looking out a window
on frame right (6.21) to a shot of Susan Vargas looking out a different window on frame left (6.22). The clash is emphasized by the
contrasting screen positions of the window reflections.

Graphic Contrast in The Birds Later in the Birds sequence, Hitchcock exploits a stronger conflict of graphic qualities. Gasoline spurting from the pump has
flowed across the street to a parking lot. Melanie, along with several other people at
the restaurant window, has seen a man accidentally set the gasoline alight. His car
ignites, and an explosion of flame engulfs him. Melanie must watch helplessly as
the flame races along the trail of gas toward the station. Hitchcock cuts the shots as
shown in 6.23–6.33:
Shot 30
Shot 31
Shot 32

Shot 33
Shot 34

Shot 35
Shot 36

Shot 37
Shot 38
Shot 39
Shot 40

(Long shot)

High angle. Melanie’s POV. Flaming
car, spreading flames (6.23).

73 frames

(Medium
close-up)

Straight-on angle. Melanie, immobile,
looking off left, mouth open (6.24).

20 frames

(Medium
shot)

High angle. Melanie’s POV. Pan with
flames moving from lower right to
upper left of trail of gasoline (6.25).

18 frames

(Medium
close-up)

As 31. Melanie, immobile, staring
down left center (6.26).

16 frames

(Medium
shot)

High angle. Melanie’s POV. Pan with
flames moving from lower right to
upper left (6.27).

14 frames

(Medium
close-up)

As 31. Melanie, immobile, looking off
right, staring aghast (6.28).

12 frames

(Long shot)

Melanie’s POV. Gas station. Flames
rush in from right. Mitch, sheriff, and
attendant run out left (6.29).

10 frames

As 31. Melanie, immobile, stares off
extreme right (6.30).

8 frames

As 36. Melanie’s POV. Cars at station
explode (6.31).

34 frames

(Medium
close-up)

As 31. Melanie covers her face with
her hands (6.32).

33 frames

(Extreme
long shot)

Extreme high angle on city, flaming
trail in center. Gulls fly into shot (6.33).

(Medium
close-up)
(Long shot)
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6.23 Shot 30

6.24 Shot 31

6.25 Shot 32

6.26 Shot 33

6.27 Shot 34

6.28 Shot 35.

6.29 Shot 36

6.30 Shot 37

6.31 Shot 38
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6.23–6.33 Editing for graphic contrast in The Birds. Hitchcock employs

6.32 Shot 39

6.33 Shot 40

In graphic terms, Hitchcock has exploited two types of contrast. First, although
each shot’s composition centers the action (Melanie’s head, the flaming trail), the
movements thrust in different directions. In shot 31, Melanie looks to the lower left,
but in shot 32, the fire moves to the upper left. In shot 33, Melanie is looking down
center, but in shot 34, the flames still move to the upper left, and so on.
More important—and what makes the sequence impossible to recapture on
the printed page—is the bold contrast between motion and stasis. The shots of the
flames present plenty of movement: the flames rush along the trail of gasoline, and
the camera pans to follow them. But the shots of Melanie could be still photographs, since each one is absolutely static. She doesn’t turn her head in any shot,

two types of contrast. First, his cutting
contrasts the movement of Melanie’s
head with the trail of flames. A second
contrast is between movement and
stillness. The shots of the flames show
movement of both the subject and the
camera, while the shots of Melanie’s
head are completely static.
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and the camera doesn’t track in or away from her. Instead we get snapshots of her
changing attention. By making movement conflict with counter-movement and with
stillness, Hitchcock has powerfully exploited the graphic possibilities of editing.

Rhythmic Relations between Shot A and Shot B
Every shot is of a certain length, with its series of frames consuming a certain
amount of time onscreen. Modern film, as we’ve seen (p. 10) typically runs 24 or
25 frames per second. Modern video formats run at approximately 24, 25, 30 or
48 frames per second. A shot can be as short as a single frame, or it may be thousands of frames long, running for many minutes when projected. The filmmaker can
adjust the lengths of any shot in relation to the shots around it. That choice taps into
the rhythmic potential of editing. Other film techniques, notably the soundtrack, contribute to the overall rhythm of the film, as you’d expect. But the patterning of shot
lengths contributes considerably to what we intuitively recognize as a film’s rhythm.

Flash Frames Sometimes the filmmaker will use shot duration to stress a single

moment. In one sequence of The Road Warrior, a ferocious gang member head-butts
his victim. At the instant of contact, director George Miller cuts in a few frames of
pure white. The result is a sudden flash that suggests violent impact. Such flashframes have become conventions of action films. In any genre, flash-frames may
mark transitions between segments or signal flashbacks or subjective sequences.
Flash-frames usually provide one-off accents. More commonly, the rhythmic possibilities of editing emerge when several shots in a series form a pattern.
By making all the shots more or less the same length, the filmmaker can create a
steady beat. Gradually lengthening shots can slow the rhythm, while shorter and
shorter shots can accelerate it.
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On the problems of frame-counting
video versions, see “My name is
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“

I noticed a softening in American
cinema over the last twenty years,
and I think it’s a direct influence
of TV. I would even say that if you
want to make movies today, you’d
be better off studying television
than film because that’s the market.
Television has diminished the
audience’s attention span. It’s hard
to make a slow, quiet film today. Not
that I would want to make a slow,
quiet film anyway!”
—Oliver Stone, director

Rhythmic Cutting in The Birds Hitchcock’s editing builds a distinct rhythm

during the gas-station attack we examined earlier. Since The Birds was shot on
film, our chart provides frame counts based on a 35mm print.
The first shot, the medium shot of Melanie and the men talking (6.5), consumes
almost a thousand frames, or about 41 seconds. But the second shot (6.6), which
shows Melanie looking out the window, is much shorter—309 frames (about 13 seconds). Even shorter is shot 3 (6.7), which lasts only 55 frames (about 2¹/³ seconds).
The fourth shot (6.8), showing Melanie joined by Mitch and the fisherman, lasts
only 35 frames (about 1½ seconds). Clearly, Hitchcock is accelerating the pace at
the beginning of what will be a tense sequence. This arc of excitement could probably not have been achieved if Hitchcock had handled the action in a single shot.
In what follows, Hitchcock makes the shots fairly short but subordinates the
length of the shot to the rhythm of the dialogue and the movement in the images.
As a result, shots 5–29 (not shown here) have no fixed pattern of lengths. But once
the essential components of the scene have been established, Hitchcock returns to
strongly accelerating cutting.
In presenting Melanie’s horrified realization of the flames racing from the
parking lot to the gas station, shots 30–40 (6.23–6.33) climax the rhythmic intensification of the sequence. As the description on page 228 shows, after the shot of the
spreading flames (shot 30, 6.23), each shot decreases in length by 2 frames, from 20
frames (5/6 of a second) to 8 frames—just one-third of a second! Two shots, 38 and
39, then punctuate the sequence with almost identical durations (a little less than
1½ seconds apiece). Shot 40 (6.33), an extreme long shot that lasts over 600 frames,
functions as both a pause and a suspenseful preparation for the new attack. The
scene’s variations in rhythm alternate between rendering the savagery of the attack
and generating suspense as we await the next onslaught.
We’ve had the luxury of counting frames on the actual strip of film. In the
movie theater, we can’t do this, but as viewers we do feel the shifting tempo that’s
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created by the changing shot durations. In general, by controlling editing rhythm,
the filmmaker controls the amount of time we have to grasp and reflect on what we
see. A series of rapid shots leaves us little time to think about what we’re watching.
In the Birds sequence, Hitchcock’s editing impels the viewer’s perception to move
at a faster and faster pace. Very quickly we have to grasp the progress of the fire
and Melanie’s changes in position, and the acceleration builds rising excitement in
the scene. Whipping up the spectator through rhythmic editing remains central to
action scenes in movies today.

Spatial Relations between Shot A and Shot B
Editing can control graphics and rhythm, but it can also construct film space. When
early filmmakers discovered this, they seemed giddy with their godlike power. “I am
builder,” wrote Soviet documentarist Dziga Vertov. “I have placed you . . . in an extraordinary room which did not exist until just now when I also created it. In this room
there are twelve walls, shot by me in various parts of the world. In bringing together
shots of walls and details, I’ve managed to arrange them in an order that is pleasing.”
We can understand why Vertov was elated. Editing permits the filmmaker to
juxtapose any two points in space and suggest some kind of relationship between them.

Establishing and Manipulating Space If you’re the director, you might

start with a shot that establishes a spatial whole and follow this with a shot of a part
of this space. This is what Hitchcock does in shot 1 and shot 2 of the Birds sequence
(6.5, 6.6): a medium shot of the group of people followed by a medium close-up shot
of only one, Melanie. Such analytical breakdown is a very common editing pattern.
Alternatively, you could construct a whole space out of component parts. Hitchcock does this in the Birds sequence, too. Note that in 6.5–6.8 and in shots 30–39
(6.23–6.32), we don’t see an establishing shot including Melanie and the gas station. In production, the restaurant window need not have been across from the station at all; they could have been filmed in different towns or even countries. Yet the
cutting, along with hints in the staging and on the soundtrack, compels us to believe
that Melanie is across the street from the gas station.
Spatial manipulation of this sort is fairly common. In documentaries compiled
from newsreel footage, for example, one shot might show a cannon firing, and another shot might show a shell hitting its target. We infer that the cannon fired the
shell, though the shots may show entirely different battles. If a shot of a speaker is
followed by a shot of a cheering crowd, we assume that they’re in the same locale.
Today’s editors can also alter space through intra-frame editing. Digital filmmaking makes it easy to combine parts of different shots into a single shot. In
35mm film-based production, this effect was accomplished during filming or during laboratory work, as with traveling mattes (p. 176). Now elements from different
shots may be blended in editing. A character can be extracted from one shot and
seamlessly pasted into another one. Vertov, who was fond of layering his images,
would have found this software irresistible for creating tricks and lyrical effects
(pp. 430–431), but most mainstream filmmakers use intra-frame editing to generate
shots that look like normally photographed ones.

Constructive Editing: The Kuleshov Effect Practicing filmmakers sometimes reflect on their tools and their craft. Take Lev Kuleshov, a master of silent
cinema. As a teenager, he had worked as an actor and set designer for one of Russia’s greatest directors, Yevgenii Bauer. Bauer relied on skillful staging and long
takes (pp. 125–128), but when Kuleshov directed his first film at age 21, he modeled
it on the faster-cut American films he admired. At the same time, Kuleshov wanted
to study filmmaking scientifically, so in 1921 he conducted some informal experiments. His findings decisively demonstrated editing’s power over the viewer’s sense
of space.

“
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[In editing The Dark Knight for
both Imax and 35mm presentation],
we needed to extensively test to
ensure that the cuts were not so
quick that the audience would get
disoriented, looking at that Imax
screen, and at the same time not
interfere with the pace of the
standard cinema version.”

—Lee Smith, editor
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In one experiment Kuleshov intercut neutral shots of an actor’s face with other
shots. When the face was intercut with a bowl of soup, viewers reportedly said the
man looked hungry. When the same facial shot was intercut with a dead woman,
he was taken to look mournful. Kuleshov claimed that the editing made viewers
assume that the actor’s expression changed, so that the cutting actually created the
performance. In addition, the editing pattern strongly suggested the man was reacting to nearby things that he could see. Similarly, Kuleshov cut together shots of
actors “looking at each other” but on Moscow streets miles apart, then meeting and
strolling together—and turning to look at the White House in Washington.
Although filmmakers had already discovered this editing tactic, film historians
called the idea behind it the Kuleshov effect. In general, that term refers to cutting
together portions of a space in a way that prompts the spectator to assume a spatial
whole that isn’t shown onscreen. Most often, this happens because the filmmaker
has decided to withhold an establishing shot.
The Kuleshov effect has both practical and artistic advantages. For a hospital scene in Contagion, Steven Soderbergh did not have to spend time and money
shooting an entire emergency room. He suggests the locale with simple close shots
of the husband staring as his wife goes into convulsions (6.34–6.35). We never
see the faces of the medical staff, and we don’t even see the actors together in
the frame. The artistic benefit of Soderbergh’s creative choice is that he carries us
quickly to the heart of the crisis facing the couple.
Once you start to watch for the Kuleshov effect, you’ll find that it’s quite common. Sometimes it’s used to create almost impossible feats. In Corey Yuen Kwai’s
Legend of Fong Sai-Yuk, a martial-arts bout between the hero and an adept woman
begins on a platform but then bursts into their audience. The two warriors fight
while balancing on the heads and shoulders of people in the crowd. Most of the
shots are rapidly edited and rely on the Kuleshov effect (6.36– 6.37).
More radically, the editing can present spatial relations as being ambiguous and
uncertain. In Carl Dreyer’s La Passion de Jeanne d’Arc, for instance, we know only
that Jeanne and the priests are in the same room. Because the neutral white backgrounds and the numerous close-ups provide no orientation to the entire space, we
can seldom tell how far apart the characters are or precisely who is beside whom.
We’ll see later how films can create even more extreme spatial discontinuities.
The viewer doesn’t normally notice the Kuleshov effect, but a few films call
attention to it. Carl Reiner’s Dead Men Don’t Wear Plaid mixes shots filmed in
the present with shots from Hollywood movies of the 1940s. Thanks to the Kuleshov effect, Dead Men creates unified scenes in which Steve Martin converses with
characters from other films. In A Movie, experimentalist Bruce Conner turns the
Kuleshov effect into a visual joke by linking shots scavenged from very different
sources (6.38–6.39).

Temporal Relations between Shot A and Shot B
Like other film techniques, editing can control the time of the action presented in the
film. In a narrative film especially, editing usually contributes to the plot’s manipulation of story time. Back in Chapter 3 we pointed out three areas in which plot time
can cue the spectator to construct the story time: order, duration, and frequency. Our
Birds example (6.5–6.8) shows how editing reinforces all three areas of control.

Editing Shapes Chronology First, there is the order of presentation of
events. The men talk, then Melanie turns away, then she sees the gull swoop, then
she responds. Hitchcock’s editing presents these story events in the 1-2-3-4 order
of his shots. But he could have shuffled the shots into any order at all, even reverse
(4-3-2-1). This is to say that the filmmaker may control story chronology through
the editing.
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6.34

6.35

6.36

6.37
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6.34–6.39 The Kuleshov effect
enhances drama, stunts, and jokes. In

6.38

6.39

Controlling chronology can affect story–plot relations. We are most familiar
with such manipulations in flashbacks, which present one or more shots out of their
presumed story order. In Hiroshima mon amour, Resnais uses the protagonist’s
memory to motivate a violation of 1-2-3 order. Three shots (6.40–6.42) suggest
visually that the position of her current lover’s hand triggers a recollection of another lover’s death years before. In contemporary cinema, brief flashbacks to key
events may brutally interrupt present-time action. The Fugitive uses this technique
to return obsessively to the murder of Dr. Kimble’s wife, the event that initiated the
story’s action.
A much rarer option for reordering story events is the flashforward. Here the
editing moves from the present to a future event and then returns to the present. A
small-scale instance occurs in The Godfather. Don Vito Corleone talks with his
sons Tom and Sonny about their upcoming meeting with Sollozzo, the gangster

Contagion, a husband (6.34) watches his
wife dying (6.35), with no wide view establishing the ER. In The Legend of Fong
Sai-Yuk, a shot of the woman’s upper
body (6.36) is followed by a shot of her
legs and feet, supported by unwilling
bystanders (6.37). In production, shots
of the feet were made while the combatants were suspended above the crowd.
The upper-body shots were filmed while
the actors stood on some support below
the frameline. In the found-footage film
A Movie, one sequence cuts from a
submarine captain peering through a
periscope (6.38) to a woman gazing at
the camera, as if they could see each
other (6.39).
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6.41

6.42

6.40–6.42 Editing creates a flashback. In Hiroshima mon amour, an optical point-of-view shot shows the protagonist’s Japanese

lover asleep (6.40). This is followed by a shot of her looking at him (6.41) and then a jump back into her past: a similar view of the hand of
her dead German lover (6.42).

who is asking them to finance his narcotics traffic. As the Corleones talk, shots of
their conversation in the present are interspersed with shots of Sollozzo going to the
meeting in the future (6.43–6.45). The editing is used to provide exposition about
Sollozzo while also moving quickly to the Don’s announcement, at the gangsters’
meeting, that he will not involve the family in the drug trade.
Filmmakers may use flashforwards to tease the viewer with glimpses of the
eventual outcome of the story action. The end of They Shoot Horses, Don’t They? is
hinted at in brief shots that periodically interrupt scenes in the present. Such flashforwards create a sense of a narration with a powerful range of story knowledge.

6.43

6.44

6.43–6.45 Editing creates a flashforward. In The Godfather,

the Corleones discuss their upcoming meeting with Sollozzo (6.43).
Jump ahead in time: Sollozzo arrives at the meeting, greeted by
Sonny (6.44). The next few shots return us to the family conversation, where Don Vito ponders what he will tell Sollozzo (6.45). As
they talk, more flashforwards to the meeting are inserted.

6.45
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Editing Condenses or Expands Duration Filmmakers overwhelmingly

present their shots in chronological order, but they are more likely to use editing
to alter the duration of story events. Elliptical editing presents an action in such
a way that it consumes less time on the screen than it does in the story. The filmmaker can create an ellipsis in three principal ways.
Suppose you want to show a man climbing a flight of stairs but you don’t want
to show every second of his climb. You could simply cut from a shot of him starting
up the stairs to a shot of him reaching the top. If you feel that’s a little too bumpy
for your viewer, you could use a dissolve or some other punctuation that signals that
some time has been omitted. This was a common option in world cinema before the
1960s. Devices like dissolves, fades, and wipes conventionally signaled an ellipsis
in the action.
Alternatively, you could show the man at the bottom of the staircase, let him
walk up out of the frame, hold briefly on the empty frame, then cut to an empty
frame of the top of the stairs and let the man enter the frame. The empty frames on
either side of the cut cover the elided time.
As a third option, you could create an ellipsis by means of a cutaway or insert.
This is a shot of another event elsewhere that will not last as long as the elided action. In our example, you might start with the man climbing but then cut away to a
woman in her apartment. You could then cut back to the man much farther along
in his climb.
If you start to watch for them, you’ll see that ellipses are fairly common in
editing. Less common are shot-changes that expand story time. If the action from
the end of one shot is partly repeated at the beginning of the next, we have overlapping editing. This prolongs the action, stretching it out past its story duration. The
Russian filmmakers of the 1920s made frequent use of temporal expansion through
overlapping editing, and no one mastered it more thoroughly than Sergei Eisenstein.
In Strike, when factory workers bowl over a foreman with a large wheel hanging
from a crane, two shots expand the action (6.46–6.48). In October, Eisenstein overlaps several shots of rising bridges in order to stress the significance of the moment.
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“

I saw Toto the Hero, the first film
of the Belgian ex-circus clown Jaco
van Dormael. What a brilliant debut.
He tells the story with the camera.
His compression and ellipses and
clever visual transitions make it one
of the most cinematic movies in a
long time. The story spans a lifetime
and kaleidoscopic events with such a
lightness and grace that you want to
get up and cheer.”
—John Boorman, director

“

[In editing James Bond films], we
also evolved a technique that jumped
continuity by simple editing devices.
Bond would take a half-step towards
a door and you would pick him up
stepping into the next scene. We
also used inserts cleverly to speed
up a scene.”
—John Glen, editor and director

Editing Can Repeat Story Actions We’re accustomed to seeing a scene

present action only once. Occasionally, however, a filmmaker may go beyond expanding an action to repeat it in its entirety. The very rarity of this technique may
make it a powerful editing resource. In Bruce Conner’s Report, there is a newsreel shot of John and Jacqueline Kennedy riding a limousine down a Dallas street.
The shot is systematically repeated, in part or in whole, over and over, building
up tension as the event seems to move by tiny increments closer to the inevitable

6.46

6.47

6.48

6.46–6.48 Expanding duration through cutting. In Strike, a wheel swings toward the foreman (6.46). From another angle we see
it swing toward him again (6.47), and then again before striking him (6.48).
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6.49

6.50

6.49–6.51 Editing and the replay. In Police Story, chasing the
gangsters through a shopping mall, Jackie Chan leaps onto a pole
several stories above them (6.49). He slides down in a shower
of exploding lights (6.50). Cut to a new angle: Jackie leaps again,
leading to an instant replay of the risky stunt (6.51). While the
Strike sequence (6.46–6.48) briefly repeats bits of an action to
extend a moment, this sequence from Police Story plays out an
entire action several times.

6.51
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Sit in on an editing session for
Johnnie To’s The Mad Detective and
see why certain cuts were chosen in
“Truly madly cinematically.”

assassination. Occasionally in Do The Right Thing, Spike Lee cuts together two
takes of the same action, as when we twice see a garbage can fly through the air
and break the pizzeria window at the start of the riot. Jackie Chan often shows his
most virtuoso stunts three or four times in a row from different angles to allow the
audience to marvel at his daring (6.49–6.51).
Graphics, rhythm, space, and time are at the service of the filmmaker through
the technique of editing. They offer potentially unlimited creative possibilities,
which is to say they offer a vast menu of choices. Yet most films we see make use
of a particular set of editing possibilities. This menu of choices is called continuity
editing, and it has dominated film history for nearly a hundred years. We look at
that next. Still, the most familiar way to edit a film isn’t the only way to edit a film,
and so we’ll go on to consider some alternatives to this tradition.

Continuity Editing
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We discuss the emergence of
continuity editing in many entries,
particularly “John Ford, Silent Man,”
“Back to the vaults, and over the
edge,” “Looking different today?” A
young filmmaker’s multi-screen study
of early editing is discussed in “A
variation on a sunbeam: Exploring a
Griffith Biograph film.”

Around 1900–1910, as filmmakers started to explore editing, they tried to arrange
their shots so as to tell a story clearly. They developed an approach to editing, supported by specific strategies of cinematography and mise-en-scene, that was based
on narrative continuity. Their explorations coalesced into a consistent style at the
end of the 1910s, and it was embraced by filmmakers around the world. If you were
to become a director, a cinematographer, a performer, or an editor, you’d need an
intimate understanding of continuity editing.
We’ve seen that when a film technique is chosen and patterned to fulfill certain
functions, a style emerges. Continuity editing offers a good example. It’s a patterned
use of a technique, based on filmmakers’ decisions, that’s designed to have particular effects on viewers. As its name implies, the continuity style aims to transmit
narrative information smoothly and clearly over a series of shots. This makes the
editing play a role in narration, the moment-by-moment flow of story information.
All the dimensions of editing play a role in the continuity style. First, filmmakers
usually keep graphic qualities roughly continuous from shot to shot. The figures
are balanced and symmetrically deployed in the frame; the overall lighting tonality
remains constant; the action occupies the central zones of the screen.

